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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This document summarizes the work performed by Delta

Information Systems, Inc. for the Office of Technology and

Standards of the National Communications System, an organization

of the U.S. Government, under Task 1 of Contract number

DCAI00-83-C-0047.

The purpose of the task is to simulate and evaluate the

pattern recognition algorithm proposed by AT&T for Group 4

facsimile. The Office of Technology and Standards, headed by

National Communications System Assistant Manager Marshall L.

Cain, is responsible for the management of the Federal

Telecommunications Standards Program, which develops

telecommunications standards whose use is mandatory by all federal

agencies.

The CCITT is actively working toward the standardization of

Group 4 facsimile. One of the key elements of this CCITT

recommendation shall be the compression algorithm for encoding the

transmitted facsimile signal. A preliminary standard for this

coding technique has been established consisting of an extensicn

of the Group 3 Modified READ Code (MRC). Several investigators

have studied a class of more advanced compression techniques which

recognize recurring patterns (such as textual characters) and

transmit a short ASCII-like code to represent such a symbol. The

compression for this type of coding algorithm exceeds that for the

basic Group 4 algorithm by a significant degree. Since these

compression techniques normally require an error free environment,

"" 1-1



which is available in Group 4 Facsimile, AT&T has submitted a

specific proposal (Appendix B) to the CCITT for the design of soct.

a pattern recognition coding technique.

1.1 Algorithm Overview

The Pattern Recognition Algorithm processes the

facsimile image by extracting patterns from the image and

attempting to recognize them. The input image is examined

line by line. When a black pel is found an attempt to isolate

the pattern to which it belongs is made. If the pattern can

not be isolated within a window (32x32 bits for 200

lines/inch) a piece of the pattern is extracted from the

image. Isolated patterns are then compared with already

identified patterns which are stored in a library. If a match

is found the position of the pattern in the image and its

location in the library are coded. If no match is found the

pattern is added to the library and the bit image of the

pattern and its position are coded. The primary criterion for

a no match decision is an error pel with an error weight of

four or more (see Appendix B Section 3.3.a). For the purposes

of this evaluation all images were processed with a reject

threshold of four and also a reject threshold of three. For a

complete description of the pattern recognition coding

algorithm see Appendix B.
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2.0 TASK 1.0 - COMPUTER SOFTWARE

2.1 Overview

In order to evaluate the Group 4 Pattern Recognition

i Algorithm, two software programs,G4RECENCODE & G4RECDECODE, were

written to simulate the facsimile encode and decode functions

described in the AT&T proposal to the CCITT dated November, 1984.

The software was written in Fortran X3.9-1978 with MIL-STD-1758

Extensions. The G4RECENCODE program processes the input document

image creating a coded output file and a library pattern file (See

Figure 2.1). The G4RECDECODE program then processes the coded

output file recreating from it the document image and a library

pattern file (See Figure 2.1). Along with these files, a log or

statistics file was generated which contained the following

information.

-) Overall Image Statistics

Total Coded Bits Per Image

Compression Ratio

Average Coded Bits Per Image Line

2) Components of the Total Coded Bits Per Image

Mode Bits

Horizontal Position Bits

No More Pattern Bits

* Vertical Displacement Bits

Library ID Bits

Library Pattern Size Bits

Coded Library Pattern Bits

3) Pattern Recognition Statistics Per Image

2-1
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Number of Patterns

Number of Recognized Pattern

Number of Library Matches Per Incoming Pattern

- 2.2 Resolution Dependent Program Variations

Since the images to be processed were at four different

resolutions, the G4RECENCODE & G4RECDECODE programs were written

to accomodate three different pattern window sizes, 32 bits, 48

bits, and 64 bits. It was also necessary to increase the number

of horizontal position bits and library pattern size bits by one

to accomodate resolutions of 240 and greater. The L-Pattern

vertical count was determined by dividing the pattern window size

by three thereby giving counts of 10, 16, and 21 for 32, 48 and 64

bit windows respectively. Noise bit removal was also dependent on

resolution and was determined as follows:

1) If the window is 32 bits, any isolated symbol whose

height and width was two or less and whose bit population

was two or less was removed.

2) If the window is 48 bits any isolated symbol whose

height and width was three or less and whose bit

0 population was four or less was removed.

3) If the window is 64 bits any isolated symbol whose

height and width was four or less and whose bit

population was eight or less was removed.

The feature differences used in the library screening

procedure were held constant across all resolution for the initial

24 computer runs and then doubled for three additional runs of the

400 bit images for the three CCITT documents selected.

2-3



3.( TASK 2.0 - COMPUTER SIMULATION

Twenty-four computer simulation runs were done which

consisted on the following:

CCITT Test Pages 1, 5, 7

Resolutions (Lines/Inch) - 200, 240, 300, 400

Rejection thresholds - 3, 4

In addition three computer simulation runs were done with the

feature differences increased as stated in Section 2.2. These

consisted of:

CCITT Test Pages 1, 5, 7

Resolution - 400

Rejection Threshold - 4

Tables 3.1 through 3.3 shows the results of the first 24

computer runs. Table 3.1 lists the overall image compression

* statistics. Table 3.2 lists all the components of the coded

cutput bits. Table 3.3 lists the information generated by the

pattern recognition algorithm pertaining to the number of patterns

per image, number of recognized pattern per image and number of

* library matches per incoming pattern. Tables 3.4 through 3.6 show

the corresponding results for the three additional computer runs.

As can been seen in Table 3.1 compression ratios approximated

doubled as the resolution went from 200 to 400 lines per inch.

There was also a decrease in compression ratio when the reject

threshold was decreased to three. This decrease ranged from 4.4%
0

to 14.8% on CCITT Document #1, 7.6% to 16.3% on CCITT Document a5

and 16.3% to 19.5% on CCITT Document #7.

3-i
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IMAGE COMPRESSION STATISTICS TABLE 3.1

CCITT RESOLU- REJECTION TOTAL CODED COMPRES- AVG CODED
IMAGE TION THRESHOLD INPUT OUTPUT SION BITS/IMAGE

BITS BITS RATIO LINE

200 4 4036608 45756 88.22 19.59

240 4 5736448 52695 108.86 18.81

#1 300 4 8960000 62878 142.50 17.97

ENGLISH 400 4 16146432 87893 183.71 18.81

LETTER 200 3 4036608 47853 84.35 20.49

240 3 5736448 56081 102.29 20.02

300 3 8960000 69675 128.60 19.91

400 3 16146432 103173 156.50 22.08

200 4 4036608 74287 54.38 31.80

240 4 5736448 86245 66.51 30.79

#5 300 4 8960000 104964 85.36 29.99

FRENCH 400 4 16146432 144636 111.64 30.95

JOUR- 200 3 4036608 80314 50.26 34.38

NAL 240 3 5736448 94429 60.75 33.71

300 3 8960000 118587 75.56 33.88

400 3 16146432 172749 93.47 36.97

200 4 4036608 212162 19.02 90.82

240 4 5736448 250532 22.90 89.44

#7 300 4 8960000 287922 31.12 82.26

KANJI 400 4 16146432 392732 41.11 84.06

200 3 4036608 253376 15.93 108.47

240 3 5736448 300721 19.08 107.36

300 3 8960000 349833 25.61 99.95

400 3 16146432 487744 33.10 104.40

3-2
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PATTERN RECOGNITION STATISTICS TABLE 3.3

# OF # OF # OF
CCITT REJECTION PATTERNS/ RECOGNIZE LIBRARY
IMAGE RESOLUTION THRESHOLD IMAGE PATTERNS MATCHES/PAT

200 4 1117 944 3.01

240 4 1079 918 2.48

300 4 1117 922 2.06

#1 400 4 1136 896 1.81

ENGLISH 200 3 1117 925 3.47

LETTER 240 3 1079 890 2.96

300 3 1117 884 2.67

400 3 1136 830 2.78

200 4 2468 2225 2.56

240 4 2376 2101 2.21

300 4 2484 2152 2.13

#5 400 4 2499 2055 2.17

FRENCH 200 3 2468 2167 3.11

JOURNAL 240 3 2376 2038 2.87

300 3 2484 2056 2.95

400 3 2499 1910 3.47

200 4 3401 2804 5.62

240 4 3775 3114 3.43

300 4 3648 3000 2.45

#7 400 4 3871 3090 1.82

KANJI 200 3 3401 2626 7.45

240 3 37/3 2922 4.46

300 3 3648 2819 3.11

400 3 3871 2849 2.23

3-4
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IMAGE COMPRESSION STATISTICS TABLE 3.4

TOTAL CODED AVG. CODED

• CCITT REJECTION INPUT OUTPUT COMPRESSION BITS/

IMAGE RESOLUTION THRESHOLD BITS BITS RATIO IMAGE LINE

" #1
ENGLIGH 400 4 16146432 87846 183.80 18.80

LETTER

#5
FRENCH 400 4 16146432 144030 113.10 30.83

JOURNAL

#7
KANJI 400 4 16146432 387990 41.62 83.05
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PATTERN RECOGNITION STATISTICS TABLE 3.6

# OF # OF # OF
CCITT REJECTION PATTERNS/ RECOGNIZED LIBRARY
IMAGE RESOLUTION THRESHOLD IMAGE PATTERNS MATCHES/PAT

#1

ENGLISH 400 4 1136 896 4.18
LETTER

#5
FRENCH 400 4 2499 2057 4.48
JOURNAL

#7
KANJI 400 4 3871 3098 4.90

3-7
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From Table 3.2 it can be seen that the coded library pattern

bit are the major part of the coded output bits, making up

.- anywhere from 35% to 50% of the coded output bits.

Table 3.3 lists pattern recognition information from each of

the 24 computer runs. It should be noted that on all eight runs

of the CCITT Document #7 the library pattern file limit of 512

patterns was exceeded. If the library pattern file were increased

in size in all probability the compression ratios would improve

for this document.

Figures 3.1 and 3.2 are graphs of the data in Table 3.1 for

coded bits/page and the compression ratio respectively.

Reviewing the results of the additional three runs of the 400

lines per inch image file with the loosened feature requirements,

there was only a very slight increase in compression ratios.

Comparing the corresponding lines in tables 3.3 and 3.6 it is

interesting to note that although the number of compares per

incoming pattern at least doubled, the number of recognized

patterns changed very little if at all.

3
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V I

4.0 TASK 3.0 - IMAGE EVALUATION

After processing the coded image files by the G4RECDECODE

program, the resulting output image file for each image was

printed. Each output image was visually compared against the

original input image. There were on the lowest resolution images,

200 lines to the inch, and a reject threshold of four, some areas

where one symbol was replaced by a similar symbol. All of these

substitutions occurred on punctuation, lower case alpha

characters, or small size upper case characters. See Figures 4.1

- 4.9. Figures 4.10 and 4.11 are Bit Image Printouts of part of

the small characters at the botton of the English Document showing

a lower case e/s substitution. On all three CCITT Documents these

substitutions were reduced when the same image was processed at a

reject threshold of three. On CCITT Document #1 (English Letter)

and CCITT Document #7 (Kanji) there were no apparent substitutions

on resolutions 240, 300 and 400 line per inch. On CCITT Document

#5 there were some small symbol substitutions in the drawings at

240 lines per inch at a reject threshold of four but almost all of

* these disappeared at a reject threshold of three. (See Figures

*4.12 and 4.13.)

Another area of difference was found on the CCITT Document #5

(French Journal) where vertical and horizontal line segments would

appear ragged and varied in stroke thickness. This is present in

the output image of all resolutions but is much less pronounced at

the higher resolutions. (See Figures 4.14 and 4.15.)

4-1
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7.49 AM TL-. 11 DEC. 1984
PLCT <ENG2C::15 ) STARTING AT PEL I I (APPROX.) - RECORD LENGTH 1728

THE SLEREXE COMPANY LIMITED
SAPORS LANE . DOOLE . DORSET . B 25 g SE

TUP JONI OLN (945 13) 51617 T a 123456

Our Ref. 350/PJC/LAC 18th January, 1972.

Dr. P.N. Cundall,
Mining Surveys Ltd.,
Hoiroyd Road,
Reading,
Barks.

Dear Pete,

Permit me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.

in facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a ranter scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, vhich is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable coumunications link.

At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, vhich is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
vith that at the transmitting terminal. Am a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.

Probably you have uses for this facility in your organisation.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. CROSS
Group Leader - Facsimile Research

0

11L. Wer.d Is EGI.di No. 200
RIeistemd Ortst..: 00 Vicars La.@O, WIord. Z.a.

OICINAL INPUT IMAnE

CCITT DOCUMENT A 1 - ENGLISH LETTER - 200 LINES DER INCH

FIC.URE 4.1
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THE SLEREXE COMIPANY LIMITED
SAPORS LANE . BOOLE • DORSET - DEi 25 1 ER

TVEsroks sou (945 13) 51617 . T 123456

Our Ref. 350/PJC/EAC 18th January, 1972.

Dr. P.N. Cundall,
MLning Surveys Ltd.,
Holroyd. Road,
Reading,
Berks.

Dear Pece,

PermLt me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.

In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable communications link.

At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.

Probably you have uses for this facility in your organisation.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. CROSS
Group Leader - Facsimile Research

R.i,;,tord Orfr,, 0o Vr., L... 71f(rd 3C..
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THE SLEREXE COMIPANY LIIWTED
SAPORS LANE . BOOLE DORSET. BH 25 8 ER

Tm-ErgowE Pou (945 13) 51617 - r zx 223456

Our Ref. 350/PJC/EAC 18th January, 1972,

Dr. P.N. Cundall.

Mining Surveys Ltd.,
Holroyd Road,

Reading,

Berks

Dear Pete,

Permit me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.

In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over

the subject copy. The variations of print density on the doctent

cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This siFnal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a

remote destination over a radio or cable comunications link.

At the remote terminal, demodulation reconstructs the video

signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a

printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan syncbronised

with that at the transmitting terminal. Am a result, a facsimile

copy of the subject docLmnent is produced.

Probably you have uses for this facility in your organisation.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. CROSS

0 Group Leader - Facsimile Research
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Cc:& est d'siant plus valab~e que TA est plus telle ligne a retard est donnk par
rand A Cc'.t Prd la f5gurc .2 rtprdstnte !a vraie courbe
don var 10(i encv fo cn depour les valcurs num6-2 gdrlqes) uee pare p - -Th T3 df

Et cette phase est bien l'oppos,6 de /Cl
iun d6phasage constant prits (sans importance)

ct I un retard To pres, (in6vitable).

Un signal utile SQr) traversant un tel filtre adapid
____________________________________ donne i lit sortie (I un retard To prts ct i un diphs-

F 2 sage pr~s de a& ponicuse) un signal dont la transformkc
de Fourier cat r6elle, constante cn~re f0 et fa +AM
et nulle de part et d'autre de fo ct de fo +Af, c'eat-
1-dire un signal de friquence porteuse f0 +Afl2 et

Davis cc cat, ke AlLre ad~kpt pourra itre contsituk, dons 1'enveloppe a Un formne indiqu6- i la figure 5,
corfreient a as fgWe 3. par Is cAscade ois )'on a repr6senti Limultan~ment le signal S(t)

et le signal S,(t) correspondant obtcrtu i la sortie
- 'in fi.:re pa-sw-basnde de transrert uflvtt pour du filtre adaptd. On comprend le nom de r6cepteur

-* r/ I -% f~ r e de transfert quasi nul pour i compression d'impulsion donn6 It ce gitnre de
j/ c : '> -r, Af, fltre mie modiait pas I& phase filtre adapti Ia v~ largeuj- )) (1 3 dB) du signal comn-

dc-s co 05Jvi[5 k uaversant primi iEtarn 6ple & Ilf, le rapport de compression

*est de- T.TAf

Fsc. 3 P

-fvltre suiv: d'une ligne i retard (LAR) disper. LW .stsive ayanr: un temvps de propagation de groupe T.
d&croijsanu finaircrnent avec la frquence f suivarit

- T0 (J'0 j) f (avec T, > T)

(votr fig 4) 7Up

Fa. 5

On saisit. phyaiqucment le phinomilne de corn-
pression en r~alisant que loraque Ie signal SQt) cotre
dans Is Iigne i retard (LAR) la triquence qui cnitze
la Premi6re & ['instant 0 cst I& fr~quence basse fo,
qui met un temps To pour traverser. La Nrquencie f

j entre It linstant g . (J Jfo) -L. et cle met un temps

* FIG. 4 1sf
To-Cl -f0 ) I1 pour traversr, cc qui Ia rait ressortir

1sfi l'instant T. Eistempnif Ainq, dnnc. le sial So),

CO~rNAL INPIUT IMAGE

~~~'3 . NH OUNL- , :NEs ?EP :NCH

F TG U RE 4. 4
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Cefa eMt d'autant plus valable que Tf f t plus telle, ligne i retard est donnte par
Van4. A cet 6gard I& figure 2 reprtscnte Is vraie oourbe
donnant 1(j )j en foncion dc/pour cI valeurs numi- r df
riques indiqu6cs pge prboderite. V - 2  J8J

V 2x , f*T1 ] T +; L

1 r V K Et cette phase et bin 'opposk de 1#f)

et Aun retard To peds (Indi'itable).
Un signal utile Sit) traversarn an tel flkre adapti

________________________ donne A I& sortie (A ian retard To prhi et A ian dipha.
Fia. 2 sag Fori e I& porteuse) ian signal dont In tranirie

dForeat rdelle. constante entref. et fo+&t'.
e nulle de part et d'autre deo, at defo+h/. c'M-
A-dre in signal de triquence porteuse fo+A/72 at

Dans cc cas. It filtre adapti pourra Itre constituh. dont I'enveloppc a Ia forme indiquic A I& figure 5,
conforridment A Ia figure 3. par Is cascade ob I'on a reprdsentd simultandment It signal SW:

cc le signal SQ) correspondaw obtenu i ]a sortie
-d'un flute passe-band. de transfert unki pour du filtre adaptd. On comprend le nom de ricepteur

!o (1 f 4 o +6 f et de transrert quasi nul pour A compression d'impulsion donni A cc genre de
f <fa et f > fa+AI/. fikre ne modifiantpas Is, phase filtre adapti a I& *largeur i (1 3 dB) du signal comn-
des comnposants It traversant primh 61ant igale 1 I161'. It rapport de compression

est de .T Tf

I 16fs

FiG. 3I

-fitre suivi d'urie Iigne A retard (LAR) disper- ,,
sive ayant in temps de propagation de groupe Ta
dicroissarit lindairement avec I& rquence f suivant

T -TO +Uof-h (avec T >T)
Af ai. 1"9%

(voir fig. 4). .1e

On salsit phyulquement It phenomine de comn-
pression en rialisant que Iorsque Ie signal S(1) entre

1..T- -~4.............dans Is ligne A, retard (LAR) I& triquence qui entre
I& premidre i l'inuant 0 est is trquence basse &,

- s.,qui met un temps To pour traverser. La triquence fr
entre ii I'instsnt I -fa) L et elie met un temnps

Via. 4 eif
T -(f -f0 ) pour traverser, cc qui Ia rait ressortr

*~~~~~~~~ -.- l... . ... ~ 'ingant T. deAlemuini Ainti donc. It okiunal Wi

OUTPUT IMAGE

CCITT DOCUMENT # 5 -FRENCH JOURNAL - 200 LINES DEP INCH
REJECT THRESHOLD -4

FIGURE 4.5
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Ccla es d'sucant plus vilable que Taf est plus tell. igne i retard est donn~e par
grand. A ce 6gprd la figure 2 reprsente Is vraie courbe
donnart j(J)1 en ronction def pour les valcurs num6-
riques indiquics page rodente V- -21tj TA d!

I Af I sf

lat. Et cette phas eut bien l'oppos6 de IOU).
i un diphasags constant prds (sanls iportance)

______________________et A un retard T. pris (inivitable).

Un signal utile SQt) traversavt un tel filtre adapti
donne i I& sortie (A uis retard To pris et It un dipha-

Fla 2 mp pris de la porteuse) un signal dont Is transrornide
de Fourier cs r~elle. constante entre fa e f,+Af.
it nulle de part et d'autre de fo et de fo+A/. cia.t
i-dire un signal de friquence porteruse fo+p72 et

Dans cc cas. Ic filtre adapti pourra itre constiud. dont Venveloppi a )a forme indiquie A Is figure 5.
conrortnmment A Is Agure 3. par I& cascade ob ['on a repriscsstd simultaniment Ie signal SOi)

it le signal S1(t) corraspondant obtenu a Is sortie
-d'un filtre passe-band de transrert unitt pour du filtre adapti. On comprend le nom de ricepteur

fo 4f~f*+6.f et de transfert quasi nul pour i compression dimputsion donni i cc genre de
f < fo ct f> f0 +6 f, flitre nemodifiant pas li phase fihtre adapti :I& * Iarger is (1 3 dB) du signal com-
des compoants le travrant primd 6tant fgale iA I14f, Ic rapport de compression

_________________________ es de .- z-. -T,&J

5Itaf

-filtre suivi d'ume ligne A retard (LAR) diaper- -~d~ Ot1
sive ayant un temps de propagation de groupc T,
dicroissant lindaresnent avec a& rriquence f suivant
1'expression t.

Tt- To +U* -f))I (avec T > T) T. .,1sf 41 . S Pntb

(voir fig. 4). T . tap

On ait physiuement It phdnoutine de com-
pression en rialbmnt que Iorsquc Ie signal SIt) eatre
dana Ia ligne & retard (LAR) la triqucnce, qui entre
Is premitre It Iinstant 0 est la friquence baa. &.

J, qul met un temps T, pour traveser. La riuencef
_______________________________ entre A Vinstant I w (f -fa) r it efle met un temps

Fc. 4 isf

T -(-fo) If Pour traverser, ce qui Is tait ressortir

i i'insiant r. dealement Ain-ki donc. Ic inal TMf)

OUTPUT I14AGE

CCITT DOCUMENT 45 -FRENCH JOURNAL - 200 LINES PER INCH

REJECT THRESHOLD -3
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Cela est d'autant plus v'alable que Tb.! et plus telle liame i retard eat donnEc par
rand. A cet 6gard Is figure 2 reprdacnte Ia vwaic courbe
donnant 10(j)I en fonction def/pour cI valeurs nurn6-T 3 d
riques indiquies page prb6dente. qP- -2x foTa

?V.1111Et cette phase est bien laoppoE de I/#(/.
lap j urn diphaaage constant pre* (san& importance)

et A urn retard To pris (in~vtsible).
Urn signal utile SQt) traaant urn tel filtre adapti

__________________________ donne It Ia sortie (1 urn retard To pris et i urn dipha-

Fm 2sage prds de Is porteuse) urn signal dont Ia transrorme
de Fourie ce rdclle. constante entre fe et fe +4f.
et nulle de part et d'autre de jo et de fo+ 4f. c'est-
W-ire urn signal de frquence porteuse /0+ 4P72 et

Dana ce cas, le filtre adapte powra kre constitud. dont 1'enveloppe a Ia form indiqu~c i Is figure 5.
conrornmcnt A is figure 3. par Is cascade ala Van a reprdsentd simuttandment le signal SQt)

et le signal S,Qt) correspondant obtenu A Is sorte
- d'un Aklre passe-bande de transtent unitt pour du filtre adapti. On comprend Ie nom de rfcepteur

fo (/ f f0 +Af et de transrert quasi nul pour It compression dimpulion donni A cc genre de
f < fo ct f >fj,+6f. filtre ne modifiant pas I&aphase filtre adapti :Isa ilargeur * (b 3 dB) du signal com-
des composants It traversant priml Atant dict & JIM1. Ic rapport de compression

eat de . -T4/

FPO. 3 I.' P.

-filtre suivi d'une ligne i retard (LAR) diaper. te
aive aysnt un temnps de propagation de groupe Tit
d~acoissant liniairemcrnt avet: Is Urquence f suivant
l'expressioa ci.

T
T -T +(J- (avw T >T)

At~A a, Wowse

(voir fig. 4).

Fla. S

Orn saisit physiquement Is phdoomdoe de coin-
pression en tdaisant que loraque It signal SQt) entre4------- dans Ia ligne & rewad (LAR) Is friuence qui entre

I I& premitre It Vinatant 0 cat Is friquence baasic f,
16 qui met un temnps To pour traverser,. La triquence f

__________________________________ lo Vinsant t . (f -f L et cile met urn temps

FW.4 TAf
TD-(f -fo) - pour traverser, cc qui ia tait ressortir

i P'instant T. Acwlenw Aina, denc. It Aimnal Wr

OUTPUT IMAGE

CCITT DOCUMENT 05 - FRENCH JOURNAL - 240 LINES PER INCH

REJECT THRESHOLD - 4
FIGURE 4.12



PLOT ( ON;.3-- >7DC.l STARtTING AT PEL * I (APPROX.) - ECORO LENGTH 2948

Ccli cit dautnant plus valable que TAJ est plus tcflc lignc i retard cst donnft par
grmnd. A ort ftard as figure 2 repriscnte is Ywaie courbe
donnant Il(J)l en fonction dat pour Its valcurs flumd-
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5.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 Conclusions

Table 5.1 lists the compression ratios of Modified READ Code II

algorithm as stated in the final report on "Measurement of Compression

of the Modified READ Code II" by Delta Information Systems, Inc. for

the National Communication System under Contract No DCAl00-80-C-0042.

Also listed are the Compression ratio for the pattern recognition

algorithm at reject thresholds of three and four. As can be seen, the

pattern recognition algorithm shows a significant increase in

compression ratios over the MRCII with the greatest increases at the

higher resolutions at a reject threshold of four. As stated in

Section 4, the pattern recognition algorithm did allow some small

symbol substitutions at resolutions of 200 and 240 but these had

little if any effect on the content of the document.

5.2 Recommendations

The compression ratios achieved by the pattern recognition algorithm

are dependent on the symbol matching rate and the Modified READ II

coding of the library pattern. Because of this the performance of the

recognition algorithm should be evaluated on Document images of varying

print quality; additionally the current evaluation of the pattern

recognition algorithm did not attempt to improve the algorithm's

. read rate performance or thruput performance. It is suggested that

* the algorithm be evaluated with the following variations:

1) Increased library size for the CCITT Document #7

since the 512 library pattern limit caused the

retransmission of many symbols.

2) Prestored libraries.

~5-1
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CCITT COMP RATIO COMP RATIO % COMP RATIO

IM. AGE RESOLUTION MRC II RECOG THR4 DIFF RECOG THR3 DIFF

200 30.57 88.22 188.6 84.35 175.9

240 36.54 108.86 197.9 102.29 179.9

ENGLISH 300 45.44 142.50 213.6 128.60 183.0

LETTER 400 59.57 183.71 208.4 156.50 162.7

200 17.61 54.38 208.8 50.26 185.4

;3 240 21.00 66.51 216.7 60.75 189.3

FRENCH 300 25.91 85.36 229.4 75.56 191.6

OJTRNAL 400 34.55 111.64 223.1 93.47 170.5

200 7.59 19.02 150.6 15.93 109.8

;7 240 9.12 22.90 151.1 19.08 109.2

KANJI 300 11.43 31.12 172,3 25.61 124,1

400 15.50 41.11 165.2 33.10 113.5

COMPARISON OF MRC II AND PATTERN RECOGNITION

COMPRESSION RATIOS

TABLE 5.1

5-2
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3) Reject threshold variations as a function of

resolution.

4) Variable library screening feature difference

counts should be evaluated for different

resolutions.

5) The pattern matching and error PEL evaluation

are very time consuming. Currently the incoming

pattern and library pattern are compared and

evaluated at nine pcsitions. Some evaluation

of an early exit should the current compare

give a sufficiently low error count (good match)

or sufficiently high error count (no match)

should be done.

5-3
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APPENDIX B

Geneva May, 1983
Questions: 7/VIII,25/VIII,12/VIII

SOURCE: AT&T

TITLE: PATTERN RECOGNITION CODING FOR GROUP 4 FACSIMILE

1. INTRODUCTION

Facsimile engineers have long sought better coding schemes in order
to improve transmission efficiency. Since 1979 when the Modified
Read algorithm was standardized, new algorithms have been
discovered that are able to achieve an improvement in compression
efficiency by as much as a factor of five. These new algorithms
typically require an error free environment which is for the first
time available in Group 4 facsimile. Therefore, it is timely to
consider adopting one of these new algorithms as an optional coding
mode for Group 4 facsimile.

AT&T has been studying facsimile coding extensively and has
developed a new algorithm that may represent an advance over
previously published algorithms. The algorithm is described in
this paper. AT&T urges that this new algorithm be adopted as an
optional coding scheme for Group 4 facsimile.

. .. . .
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2. PROPOSAL

Before describing the new algorithm, it is useful to consider via
an example the improvement in facsimile compression if patterns in
an image are recognized. Consider CCITT test document 4 which is
essentially all text. The Modified Read algorithm can achieve a
compression ratio of about 7.4. Next consider a case where
document 4 is directly captured as key strokes and is encoded via
an ordinary 8 bit character code. The second procedure would yield
an equivalent compression ratio of 105.5. In examining the
differences between the two approaches, the major factor is that in
the character coding case, a human has recognized the characters in
the message. This allows the characters to be encoded in a very
efficient manner. Traditional facsimile coding exploits only
microscopic properties of images. In the case of the Modified Read
Algorithm, the coder only looks at immediately neighboring pels.
It should be obvious that a gain in coding efficiency is possible
if a coder can combine a set of microscopic properties in order to
recognize and code the actual macroscopic structure of the image.

The new AT&T coding scheme exploits macroscopic properties of
images. Patterns such as characters or line segments which appear
in a facsimile image several times are described and transmitted
only once. The next time the same pattern is found, a special
codeword will indicate that it is identical to a previously
transmitted pattern.

A facsimile image is examined line by line. When a black pci is
located, a "pattern isolator" surrounds connected pels in order to
extract the entire pattern which the pci is a member of. The
pattern is decomposed into MxM sub-blocks called symbols. In many
cases, a symbol will be an isolated pattern that entirely fits
within the MxM block. The incoming symbol is matched with already
identified symbols which are stored in a library. If a match is
detected, information about the position of the symbol in the image
and its location in the library is coded. If no match is found,
the incoming symbol is added to the symbol library which is assumed
to be empty at the beginning of the coding and is gradually built
up. In this case, an accurate description of the symbol and its
position in the image is coded.

A block diagram of the coding algorithm is presented in Figure 1.
The coding algorithm is described in detail in Appendix 1.

The proposal described in detail in Appendix 1 can be divided into
two parts. The coding part, including the library management,
contains the rules allowing the communication between coder and
decoder. This part must be standardized. The isolation and
matching part are presented here only to demonstrate the
feasibility of the system. Each manufacturer can, within the
limits imposed by the coding standardization, develop its own
proprietary isolation and matching algorithms.
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ix3. RESULTS

Appendix 2 compares the new AT&T algorithm with the Modified Read
algorithm. The coding efficiency averaged over the eight CCITT
documents is increased by nearly a factor of 2 compared to the
Modified Read algorithm. The increase is very high for images that
have high character content. For example, the coding efficiency of
document 4 can be improved by nearly a factor of 5. An increase in
coding efficiency by a factor of about 2 is obtained for images
which have a mixture of graphics and text (document 5), signature
and text (document 1) and Chinese characters (document 7). For
documents which contain hand drawn text and hand drawn graphics,
such as document 2 and 8, a slight decrease in coding efficiency is
observed.

The new coding algorithm is approximate since the decoded image is
not identical to the original. The distortions are very small as
can be observed by looking at Figures 2 through 9 which show the
eight CCITT documents after coding and subsequent decoding. There
are options which allow increasing the fidelity of transmission by
tightening the matching. However, an increase in image fidelity
generally means that the coding efficiency will be slightly
decreased.

Appendix 3 describes how the coding technique can be extended to
different document sizes and resolutions. Appendix 3 also
discusses those cases where a priori knowledge exists about the
type of symbols in a document. This knowledge allows the use of a
prestored symbol library. This situation would occur in at least
two important cases.

*The case where a multipage document is being coded. The
symbol library would be generated on the first page using the
coding algorithm described in Appendix 1. The next page would
be coded using this symbol library as a starting point.
Effectively the coder would view the document as a single page
thousands of lines long.

*The case where the type font is known allowing the use of a
prestored library.

Experiments with CCITT document 4 have shown that the compression
ratio can be increased from 35.4 to 53.7 if the document is coded
once to generate a library, and then coded a second time with that
library as a starting point.

4. PATENT STATUS

Use of the proposed AT&T coding scheme may require a patent license
obtainable from the AT&T Intellectual Property Matters
Organization, Greensboro, North Carolina, USA. It is the policy of
AT&T to enter into licensing agreements on reasonable terms for the
patents that it holds.

..........................................................-.
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5. CONiCLUSIONi

AT&T urges that the study of new optional Group 4 coding schemes be
undertaken. It feels, furthermore, that the coding scheme
described in this paper would be an excellent choice for adoption
as a new CCITT coding standard.



APPENDIX 1: CODING DESCRIPTION

1. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION~

Figure 1shows in block diagram form the AT&I pattern matching
coding algorithm. The algorithm has four basic components which are
described briefly below. Each subcomponent is described in detail
in subsequent sections.

*Pattern Identification Block - Image data is fed sequentially
left to right, line by line into this block. The pattern
identification block scans through the raw image data and
determines for each black pel if the pattern it is contained
in is either a symbol or a nonsymbol. A symbol is defined as
a set of black pels completely surrounded by white pels such
that the symbol can be completely contained within a Mx4
region. A nonsymbol results when the pattern will not fit
within the MxX region. Therefore a nonsymbol is a fraction of
a black region. All patterns can be decomposed into symbols
and nonsymbols. Symbol extraction is nonambiguous since it
can only be done one way. Non symbol decomposition can be
done in many ways. The AT&T pattern matching algorithm
defines only one of these procedures for decomposition. After,
extraction, all symbols and non symbols are processed in the
same way and hence no further distinction is made between the
two.

The position in the image of each symbol is recorded and the
symbol is extracted from the image and stored for subsequent
processing. Because all patterns can be decomposed into
symbols or non symbols the pattern identifier leaves no
residue. Each symbol is passed through a feature extractor
that subjects it to a sequence of metrics. The metric
description or feature set of the symbol is used for
subsequent symbol identification.

*Library Management Black - A symbol library stores the symbols
that are detected in the course of coding. Initially the
library is empty. New symbols and their features are added to
the library by an update and management unit. This unit
stores symbols rank ordered by the frequency of their
occurrence. Infrequently used symbols are deleted from the
library as needed to make room for new symbols.

*Symbol Matching Black - Only library symbols which have a
feature set close to the newly identified symbol are fed to
the symbol matching block. The candidate library symbols are
template matched against the new symbol. If a correct match
is detected, the symbol matching block outputs the library
identification of the symbol as well as the position of the
symbol in the image. If no match is detected, the symbol
matching block outputs a description of the symbol as well as
its location. The new symbol will be added to the library by

. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .~-.-.*.--.
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the symbol library block.

ra .Code-r Block - The coder receives either a library
identification or a pel by pel description of each new
incoming symbol. It also receives information about where the
symbol is located within the image. The coder stores all
symbols until the end of each scan line. The symbols are
sorted by order of occurrence so that the updated library will
be closely matched statistically to the symbols in the scan
line. finally for each symbol the pel map or library
identification is coded and the coded bits are output for
subsequent transmission or storage.

r
The coder described in this appendix assumes that the width of the
image is less than 1792 pels. This condition typically occurs for
an A4 document scanned at 200 pels per inch. However, 1792 is not a
fundamental restriction. Appendix 3 shows how the coding algorithm
can be extended to images of arbitrary size and resolution. Coder
overhead is reduced by choosing the smallest possible value for the
maximum page width.

A 32x32 pattern window was chosen for use with 200 ppi images
* because it can enclose most textual symbols. A larger pattern

window could be used but it would increase coder complexity.
Appendix 3 discusses the use of a larger pattern window,
particularly for higher resolution images.

Experience has shown that a 512 entry library is efficient for use
with a 32x32 pattern window. fewer entries could be used but this
would require constant retransmission of symbols. A larger library
would involve increased overhead.

The window size and maximum page width should be established
* between the coder and the decoder via protocol.

The first and last rows and columns of the image are assumed to be
white. This allows simplified processing of patterns at the edge of
the image. It also avoids the use of fictitious pels outside the
physical image area. There will be no noticeable reduction in
image quality if these pels are set to white.

2. THE PATTERN IDENTIFICATION BLOCK

2.1 Location and Isolation of Symbols

A pattern is defined as a set of connected black pels. A pci in a
pattern must connect to at least one of its eight neighbors. The
maximum symbol size recognized by the coder is 32x32 pels. Any
connected set of black pels within the 32x32 block will be isolated
as a symbol. Upon identification, the symbol will be extracted
from the image and erased from the image.

Isolated symbols containing only 1 or 2 black pels are simply
erased. Any pattern bigger than the 32x32 window will be
decomposed into several symbols, using -the following partition

- . * ................................................................--..7
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rule:

a. the starting pel which is found by sequentially processing
the image line by line left to right is always included.

b. All the connected black pels on the right side or under tht
starting pel are included as long as they are contained in
the 32x32 pel window whose upper left pel is the starting
pel.

c. As many connected black pels as possible within the 32x32 pel
window size are added to the left of the starting pel without
loosing the pels stored by procedures a and b above.

d. The identified symbol is extracted and erased from the
picture. The next symbol is isolated using rules a). b) and
c) until the entire pattern is removed from the image.

This isolation scheme is modified to improve performance by the
elimination of some L shaped patterns that appear when isolating a
big black region. If beginning with the starting or second pel the
isolated pattern has a vertical edge of 10 or more pels, and then a
horizontal edge to the right, the lower side of the window is
raised so that the horizontal edge will be just excluded.

The position of each isolated symbol is recorded. The location of

the symbol is taken to be the upper left pel in the window.

2.2 Feature Extractor

The feature extractor classifies each new symbol so that it can be
quickly compared to symbols stored in the library. Features are
determined by measuring a new symbol against a set of metrics. The
following four features are used:

1. length of symbol (feature 1)

2. height of symbol (feature 2)

3. number of horizontal white runs included in the symbol
(feature 3)

4. number of vertical white runs included in the symbol (feature
4)

1) and 2) are self-explanatory. 3) and 4) are the number of white
runs followed and preceded by black pels.

3. MATCHING

The matching is divided into three parts: 1)Screening which makes a
selection of the library symbols and directs only matching
candidates to the template matcher. 2)Template matching which
creates a new binary picture called an error picture containing
black pels or "I" in the locations where the two template matched

.. . . .-. . --- . I
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symbols are dissimilar. 3)Matching decision process, which uses
the error pictures and other information to decide whether a
correct match has occurred.

3.1 Screening

The purpose of the screen is to expedite the matching process. The
screen only directs to the template matcher library symbols which
have a chance of matching the incoming (unknown) symbol. The
screen decides the order in which they are to be sent to the
matcher. The most likely candidate for a match is sent first. The
probability of a match of symbols depends not only on the
similarity of their features, but also on the probability of
occurrence of the library symbols. For example, an incoming symbol
having the same feature distance to a 0 and a Q is much more likely
to match the 0 than the Q since 0 is much more frequent than Q.
The probability of occurrence of a symbol is taken into account by
sorting the library symbols according to the number of times they
have matched. The sorting procedure is described in section 4.3.
The feature distance is' taken into account by allowing for each,
feature only a fixed margin between the two symbols.

A two-pass screen has been found to be very efficient. In the
first pass, a very tight screen is applied. A second much looser
screen is applied only in the few cases where no match occurred.

Let Fj be , the feature value of the incoming symbol for feature i
and let F. be the same for a library symbol. The tight screen is
defined by:

IF 2 - F <1 and

I F 3- -F <5 arid

The loose screen is used only if the new symbol cannot match any of
those library symbols which were identified as possible matches by
the tight screening process. The loose screen is defined by:

IF 1-F{I<3 and

I F2 -F I<3 and

I IF3-F I<11 and

IF 4 -F41<11

If no match is found even after loose screening, the coder
concludes that no match is possible. The symbol is subsequently
added to the symbol library.
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3.2 Template Matching

The template matcher creates a new picture called an error picture
which contains "I" in the locations where the new symbol differs
from a symbol stored in the library. It is obtained simply by
performing a pel by pel exclusive OR between the two symbols.
Figure 10 is an example of where two symbcls which represents the
same character are matched. Figure 11 shows the matching of two
different symbols. As seen from Figure 10, many elements can be
in error even if two of the same symbols are matched.

A total of nine template matches are made between two symbols. One
of them is obtained when the upper left pel of the two blocks
containing the symbols are superimposed while the eight others are
obtained by moving one of the symbols horizontally or vertically by
one pel or both vertically and horizontally by one pel in all the
possible directions.

3.3 Matching Decision

The decision about a match is made by looking at the neighborhood
of each error pel in the error picture. The decision is based on a
local rejection rule. At each error pel, a rejection test is made.
An "error weight" is defined as the number of adjacent neighbors an
error pel has. The error weight of a pel can vary from 0 to 8
depending on the neighboring error pels. A match is rejected if:

a. an error pel has an error weight of 4 or more, or

b. an error pel has an error weight of 2 or more and

1. at least two of its neighboring error pels are not
connected and

2. one of the two pels from the symbols used to obtain the
error pel has a corresponding "pel weight" of 0 or 8
(corresponding to 0 or 8 surrounding black pels).

A correct match is considered to have occurred if the whole error
picture can be processed without rejection.

Since nine template matches are made between two symbols, there are
at times two or more alignments that lead to a correct match. In
that case, the position which has the lowest count of the sum of
the error weights is chosen.

4. CODING AND LIBRART UPDATING

* 4.1 Coding of the Position of a Symbol

The first codeword for a symbol is its position. A special
position codeword Ill indicates that there are no more symbols on
the line. Any codeword not starting with 111 can be used to
indicate the position of a symbol. The horizontal and vertical
positions of each symbol are coded. The reference point is upper
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left corner of the block that contains the symbol.

-The absolute horizontal position of each symbol is coded by eleven
bit two's complement binary. Variable length run-length coding is
not justified since the distance between the symbols and the edge
of the document is typically long.

The symbols can be transmitted in a nonsequential order.
Reordering has been found to lead to a significant decrease in the
average code length for the library identification codewords.

With 1792 pels/line, an 11 bit binary codeword can code the
horizontal position of a symbol without using any codeword that
starts with 111.

The vertical position of a symbol is coded in the following way:

a. A mode bit at the beginning of each line indicates whether
there are any symbols on the line. The mode bit is 0 if any
symbol is detected on the line. It is I if no symbols are
detected.

b. The symbols on a line are coded and are followed by the
codeword 111 which indicates that there are no more symbols
on the line.

c. When a symbol is replaced by a library symbol, the position
of the library symbol might move up or down one position.
Therefore, after the library identification has been coded,
the codewords 10 and 11 are used to position the library
symbol up or down respectively. The codeword 0 is used to
indicate no vertical displacement. The vertical displacement
codeword is not sent with a new library symbol.

Figure 12 shows examples of the message format for the symbol

positioning.

4.2 Coding of the Library Symbol Description

A symbol must fit within a 32x32 pel block. The description of the
symbol starts with a 5 bit binary word which indicates the height H
of a pattern. The length of a pattern is extended to 32 pels if
necessary by appending 0's to the right end. Therefore, there are
32xH pels to code. For coding efficiently, one white pel ("0") is
added at the beginning.

A coding line is made from the 32xH+1 pels which are aligned in
raster scan order. The reference line is similar to the coded line
except that all the pels are shifted to the right by 32 pels (one
line). Therefore, the pel on the coding line has the same column
coordinate as the pel on the line above has on the reference line.
The line is then coded by the CCITT Modified Read Algorithm, with
the only modification that the first code word, which is always the
horizontal mode code word, is deleted since it is not necessary.
For coding efficiency, switching is allowed between two modes for
the coding of the library symbol description. The first mode is



the described above called "horizontal coding." The other is called
"1vertical coding" and is the same as above except that the syz.aol

A is coded column after column from top to bottom.

A header bit indicates which mode is chosen with a "0" for
horizontal mode and a "1" for vertical mode. It is followed by a 5
bit word which indicates the length of a symbol.

4.3 Coding of the Symbol Identification

A codeword is sent for each new symbol to indicate which library
symbol has produced a match. If the symbol number is coded in
two's complement binary, 9 bits would be required for a library
with 512 symbols.

The coding procedure described here leads to an average coding
length of less than 5 bits/symbol. This result is obtained by a
continuous library updating and variable length coding.

4.3.1 Librar 'v Updating 3nd Management Library management and
updating is done for the following purposes:

Sa. Accept new library symbols, and, if necessary, delete a
seldom used library symbol to make place for the new one.

b. Or-ganize the library for the fastest possible match.

C. Organize the library for minimum average library
identification coding length.

All three purposes require keeping track of the number of times
each library symbol is used. A correct match can be obtained
rapidly if the library symbols are ordered in decreasing usage.
This way the most used library symbols will be accessed first. An
efficient coding of the symbols identification is obtained by
giving short codewords to the first symbols in the list. The last
symbol in the list, which is one of the least used symbols, can be
deleted to make place for a new symbol.

The updating rule for the symbols in the library is as follows:

a. When a symbol matches a library symbol number K, that library
symbol is moved to number K/2 and all the symbol numbers from

* K/2 to K-1 are increased by 1.

b. Wh'-n a new symbol is added, it gets number N/2 where N is the
number of library symbols. The symbols with numbers from N/2
to N will be increased by 1, and if necessary, the last
library symbol is dropped.

* This updating procedure has been found to be efficient in giving
low identification numbers to often used symbols.

The updating and coding is only done at the end of each scan line.
A library symbol will be moved only once on a line, even if it
matches several incoming symbols on the line.
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4.3.2 Symbol Identification Coding Table The symbol
identification code table includes two special codewords: new
symbol and same symbol. The "new symbol" codeword makes it
unnecessary to send an identification number for a new library
symbol. The "same symbol" codeword indicates that the transmitted
symbol is the same as the previously transmitted symbol. It is
useful particularly for typewritten text where the line by line
search for a symbol often detects the same symbols (character on a
line).

The code table for the symbol identification is given in Table 1.K Experience has shown that without sorting this code leads to an
average library identification code length of less than 7 compared
to 9 that obtains for a fixed length code. These results are based
on the 8 CCITT documents. Sorting which is described in the next
section further reduces the code length.

4.3.3 Symbol Identification Coding and Soting The absolute code
for the horizontal position of a symbol allows symbols detected
along a line to be transmitted in any order. A precondition is
that the library updating must be done only at the end of the line.
By sorting the symbols on a line according to their library number,
the average coding length of the library identification has been
found to be less than 5. This obtains because: 1) there are many
more identical symbols; 2) the library symbol is run length coded
and 3) the new library symbols are sent at the end. Therefore, the
new symbol codeword is sent only once on a line since if there are
more symbols, they are automatically new symbols.

This can be illustrated by an example: let a line have the
following symbols: symbol 23. new symbol, symbol 28, same, symbol
23, new symbol.

By looking at Table 1, the coding length is 7 +5 + 7 +
3 + 7 + 5 - 34 bits. With sorting, the symbols become:
symbol 23. same, symbol 28, same, new symbol, new symbol. The
coding length is 7 +3 + 5 + 3 + 5 + 0 - 23 bits.
It should be noted in this example that symbol 28 is coded as
symbol 5 since only the increase in ID number compared to the
previous symbol is coded.

4.4 Coding Summary

The coding procedure can be summarized in the following way:

1. All the symbols isolated along a line are matched (see
sections 2 and 3).

2. At the end of the line, the matched symbol are sorted in
order of increasing symbol identification number. The new
library symbols are added at the end in sequential order (see
section 4.3.1).

3. The symbols are coded with the information sent in the
following order:
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a. Horizontal position of symbol (see section 4.1).

b. Symbol identification. If it is a new symbol, the
identification is sent only for the first new symbol on
the line (see section 4.3.2).

c. A 1 or 2 codeword bits to specify the vertical shift of
a symbol except if it is a new library symbol (see
section 4.1).

d. For a new library symbol the following information is
sent. see also section 4.2).

* A header bit indicating whether the horizontal or
vertical coding mode is chosen.

* A 5 bit word indicating the number of lines of the
symbol to be coded.

o CCITT Modified Read coding of the symbol

e. After all symbols on a line have been sent, the special
horizontal codeword I11 indicates the end of the line
(see section 4.1).

f. The library update is made according to the updating
rule in 4.3.1. The symbols are updated in order of
increasing ID number. After updating, all symbols with
number greater than 480 are deleted, thus allowing for
at least 32 new library symbols to be added on next
line. In the rare cases where more than 32 new symbols
are encountered on a line, the library will overflow.
The.problem is resolved by introducing an artificial
new line. The portion of the existing line that has
already been coded is terminated in the usual way. The
library will be flushed to 480 symbols. The artificial
new line will start with a special horizontal codeword
111 which is an indication that it is an artificial
line. Symbols will be added to the library again as
needed.

Figure 13 gives an example of message transmission. Table 2
summarizes the different codewords that are sent.

5. DECODER

A pattern matching decoder is inherently simpler than a pattern
matching encoder. In principle, all the decoder has to do is to
reproduce symbols on the decoded image plane. The source of the
symbols is either the symbol library when a symbol identification
number is detected in the code stream, or the pel description of a
new symbol which is embedded in the code stream. The decoder is
completely independent of the matching algorithm that is used in
the encoder.

- . ...........................-
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Our experience has shown that image quality is often improved by
slightly modifying certain decoded symbols. If a symbol is 30 pels
or more high or wide, the symbol is expanded by two pei on the high
or wide side. This is accomplished by doubling the row or column
three pels away from each border. This modification corrects small
distortions which can occur in large pattern regions of the image.
In addition, a local 3 by 3 postprocessing is found useful in
eliminating the artifacts in large black regions. The
postprocessor replaces a white pel by a black pel if the columns to
its left and to its right are black, or the row above and below are
black.

Experience has also shown that the image quality of decoded images
can be often improved by additional post processing operations.
The decoder may produce small edge discontinuities where it is
matching up symbols to form a large pattern. While any individual
error is small, the human eye is very sensitive to the resulting
jagged edges. The edge discontinuity can usually be reduced by
post processing. Post processing algorithms are well known in the
facsimile literature and are not an inherent part of the decoder.
Therefore the choice of a post processor is left as a
manufacturer's option.
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APPENDIX 2: RESULTS

This appendix gives results of the coding simulations. We used for
our simulations a digitized version of the 8 CCITT documents which
was supp'.ied by the French administration. The page format was
1728 x 2376 pels.

1. FACSIMILE QUALITY

The binary picture is modified slightly by the coder. An
acceptable coder must not produce alterations that are annoying or
noticeably visible.

There are three types of alterations that can result from pattern
coding: wrong matches, matches with a slightly distorted pattern
and wrong positioning. In the case of a wrong match, a pattern is
replaced by a different pattern. The only wrong matches we found
were confusions between 0 and 0, dot and conmma, I and 1. Even human
observers have difficulty recognizing these patterns correctly out
of context. Therefore, it can be considered that the system has
practically no wrong matches.

A match with a slightly distor~ted pattern can occur with
characters. A character might match a different font version of
the same character. Alternatively, a character might match a
thinned version of the same or thickened character. Distorted
matches, contrary to wrong matches, are tolerable if they don't
appear too often. They comumonly appear when two slightly different
fonts are used on a page or when the digitized characters come from
a low quality typewriter or scanner.

Wrong positioning of a pattern decreases received copy quality. We
observed no wrong positioning for characters or other symbols.
Some wrong positioning has been observed for non symbol patterns
such as line segments, where the successive patterns make the lines
slightly jagged.

Figures 2 through 9 show the CCITT facsimile images after pattern
matching coding and subsequent decoding. It can be seen that there
are no significant degradations. Some slight irregularities in
line drawings are observed, as for example in CCITT document 5
(Figure 6). A few "distored matches" appear on CCITT document 1
(Figure 2).

2. COMPRESSION

Table 3 gives the coding lengths for the CCITT documents which
result from the AT&T which pattern matching algorithm and from the
Modified Read Code. Table 4 gives the transmission time at 64
kbits/s. Table 5 gives the compression ratio for the eight
documents. The results were obtained without the use of any
synchronization or stuffing bits.
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On the average, the transmission time is reduced by 47 percent
compared to the Modified Read Code. The decrease in transmission
time compared to the Modified Read Algorithm is variable. For
documents containing mostly handwritten drawings and text, such as
documents 2 and 8, there can be a slight increase in the number of
code bits. This obtains because there are few matching patterns.
For example, for document 2 there are 716 patterns, but 459 of then
are library patterns. For documents containing mostly text, such
as document 4, the transmission time is reduced nearly by a factor5. For documents containing a mixture of text and drawings, the
transmission time is reduced by 30 to 45 percent. For document 7,
the decrease is smaller than for regular printed text because the
number of Chinese characters and hence symbols far exceeds the
number of symbols that would be found on a typed letter. However,
the AT&T pattern matching algorithm still doubled the compression
ratio.
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APPENDIX 3: EXTENSIONS

This appendix shows how the proposed pattern matching codingI technique can be extended to pages wider than 1792 pels and
resolutions higher than 200 pels/inch. It also shows how the coder
can control the amount of distortion that will occur during the
coding process. Finally, coding efficiency can in many cases be
improved if a prestored library can be used to start the coding
process.

1. EXTENSIONS TO DOCUMENTS WIDER THAN 1792 PELS

The restriction that the suffix code 111 be reserved when coding
the horizontal position using eleven bit two's complement binary
restricts the page width to 1792 pels. For larger documents, the
11 bit codeword is replaced by a longer one. For example, a 12 or
13 bit horizontal code allows lines as wide as 3584 and 7168 pels
respectively.

The maximum width of the document being coded would be made known
to the decoder via protocol.

2. EXTENSIONS TO HIGHER RESOLUTION DOCUMENTS

The relative advantage of the AT&T pattern matching coding
algorithm over the standard Modified Read algorithm increases with
increased resolution. The number of'code bits produced by the1k Modified Read algorithm increases approximately linearly with
increased resolution. Pattern matching generates code which
consists of two components. One part is the symbol description
which is based on Modified Read code and therefore generates code
which increases linearly with resolution. The other part is the
symbol identification and position information that is only weakly
dependent on resolution. The net effect is that the number of code
bits generated by the pattern matching algorithm will increase much
less with increased resolution than would the code bits generated
by the Modified Read algorithm.

The extension of the pattern matching algorithm to higher
resolution requires a few changes in the coding algorithm to work
efficiently. One change comes about because the line lengths are
typically longer at higher resolution. The solution to this problem
was treated above. Another change comes about because it is
advantageous to increase the block size to fit the size of the
pattern. It follows that a block size of 48x48 would be effective
for 300 pels/inch. Similarly, a block size of 64x64 would be good
for 400 pels/inch. The codeword used to indicate the size of a
symbol for a block size of up to 64x64 would need to be increased
to 6 bits. Larger block sizes would result in correspondingly
larger symbol size description codes.

The coder would let the decoder know the maximum block size via
protocol.
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3. CONTROL OVER CODER DISTORTION

There might be some cases where coding with practically no
K> distortion is preferred. It is possible to improve the image

quality by tightening the matching criteria. In that case the
coder simply tightens 'the rejection criteria when it compares an
unknown symbol with a symbol in the library. For example. the
coder can reject any match with weight 3 or greater instead of of 4
or greater as was proposed in Appendix 1.

The matching criteria is local to the coder. Therefore the coder
does not need to inform the decoder about the details of the
matching criteria.

4. PRESTORED LIBRARIES

Considerable improvement in coding efficiency is possible if the
coder starts out coding a new page from a prestored code library.
This reduces the number of patterns that need to be sent to the
decoder to fill up the decoder's library. Prestored libraries are
not practical for arbitrary images because the symbols in the
library need to be closely matched to image content.

Prestored libraries are useful in two cases. The first is where the
character font is known a priori by the encoder. In this case, the
starting code library would also be known to the encoder. This
library would be commnunicated to the decoder via protocol. A
special case is where the decoder also has prestored libraries for
a variety of different fonts. In that case, only the font style
need be corresponded to the decoder.

A second case obtains for multi-page documents. In that situation,
it is usually best to code the next page starting with the library
developed at the conclusion of coding the last page. This
situation would also be communicated to the decoder via protocol.
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Codeword
Symbol Codeword length

same symbol 000 3

library symbol 1-16 1XXxJO 5

new symbol 00100 5

library symbol 17-32 01OXXXX 7

library symbol 33-64 O011XXXXC 9

library symbol 65-128 00101xxxxx0 11

library symbol 129-512 011XXXXXXOXC 12

Table 1: Coding Table for the identification of the library symbols

where XXXX is coded as Two's Complement Binary (see

section 4.3.2).

i.
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Table 2: Description of the Codewords for Pattern Matching Coding
(Maximum Page Width 1792 pels)

Code Definition Word Size Description

Mode bit I Indicate whether there are any
symbols on the line. The mode
bit is 0 if any symbols are
detected, 1 if none are (see
section 4.1).

Horizontal position 11 Gives in two's complement
binary the absolute position
of a symbol (see section 4.1).

No more symbol 3 111 Indicates that there are
no more symbols on the line
(this codeword: 111 is a
special horizontal position
codeword) (see section 4.1).

Vertical move of 1 or 2 Indicates whether the symbol
symbol must be moved up (codeword 10)

or down (codeword 11) by one
line or is not moved at all
(codeword 0) (see section

. 4.1).

Library variable Define which library symbol is
identification code coded (see Table 1 for

coding).

Library symbol Indicate whether the library
description header symbol is coded in horizontal

(header 0) or vertical (header
1) mode (see section 4.2).

Library symbol size 5 Gives in two's complement
binary the number of lines
which must be coded by the
library symbol description
code (see section 4.2).

Library symbol variable Slightly modified CCITT
description Modified Read code (see

section 4.2).

.....................................................

..... . -...-..- .".,.,......•.,........,'......-".•..........'.-.,-.."."..".."..'..."........,................'...._..-....
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Reduction in
Document Pattern Matching Modified Read number of

Code Code bits coded

CCITT1 65426 144816 54.8%

CCITT12 89219 86416 -3.3%

CCITT3 158424 229639 31.0%

CCITT4 116140 554186 79.0%

CCITT5 141107 257767 45.3%

CCITT6 105982 133197 20.4%

CCITT7 269070 554247 51.5%

CCITT8 182509 152786 -19.5%

Total 1127877 2133052 47.1%

Table 3: Comparison of number of bit coded.

Document Pattern Matching Modified Read

Code Code

CCITT1 1.02s 2.26s

CCITT2 1.39s 1.35s

CCITT3 2.48s 3.59s

CCITT4 1.81s 8.66s

CCITT5 2.20s 4.03s

CCITT6 1.66s 2.08s

CCITT? 4.20s 8.66s

CCITT8 2.85s 2.39s

Total 17.6s 33.Os

Table 4: Comparison of transmission times at 64 Kbits/s.
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Document Pattern Matching Modified Read

Code Code

CCITT1 62.75 35.28

CCITT2 46.02 47.51

CCITT3 25.92 17.88

CCITT4 35.35 7.41

CCITT5 29.10 15.93

CCITT6 38.74 30.82

CCITT7 15.26 7.41

CCITT8 22.50 26.87

Table 5: Comparison of Compression Ratios

.................................................

. . . . . . . .
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THE SLEREXE COMPANY LIMITED
SAPORS LANE . BOOLE - DORSET. BH 25 8 ER

Tm. oNm2 WMEL (945 13) 51617 . 7 123456

Our Ref. 350/PJC/EAC 18th January, 1972.

Dr. P.N. Cundall,
Mining Surveys Ltd.,
Bolroyd Road,
Reading,
Berks.

Dear Pete,

Permit me to introduce you to the facility of facsimile
transmission.

In facsimile a photocell is caused to perform a raster scan over
the subject copy. The variations of print density on the document
cause the photocell to generate an analogous electrical video signal.
This signal is used to modulate a carrier, which is transmitted to a
remote destination over a radio or cable coamunications link.

At the remote terinal, demodulation reconstructs the video
signal, which is used to modulate the density of print produced by a
printing device. This device is scanning in a raster scan synchronised
with that at the transmitting terminal. As a result, a facsimile
copy of the subject document is produced.

Probably you have uses for this facility in your organisation.

Yours sincerely,

P.J. CROSS
Group Leader - Facsimile Research

Figure 2: Document I after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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Figure 4: Document 3 after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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L'ordre de lancernent et de rtalisation des applications fait I'objet de d~cisions au plus haut
niveau de la Direction GUnfrale des T 6l6comnmuni cations. U nWest certes pas question de
construxire cc syst~me integr6 "en bloc" mats bien au contraire de proc~der par *tapes, par
paliers successifs. Certaines applications. dont l~a rentabilit6 ne pourra etre assurde. ne
seront p"s entreprises. Actiellement. sur trente applications qul ont pu etre globalement

* d~finies, six en sont au stade de 1'exploitation. six autres se sont vu donner l~a prioritt pour
leur r6alisation.
Chaque application est corfift~ A un "chef de projet". respansable successivement de sa

* conception, de son analyse-programmation et de sa miise en oeuvre dans une rdgion-pilote.
j La gdn6ralisation ult6rieure de Ilapplication r~aliske dans cette region-pilote d~pend des

r~sultats obtenus et fait l'objet d'une d~cision de l~a Direction Gendrale. N~anmoins. le
chef de projet dolt dOs le d~part considdrer que son activit6 a une vocation nationale donc
refuser tout particularisme r~gional. Ui est aidE d'une #quipe d Ianalyste s-programnme urs
et entourt d'un "groupe de conception" chargE de r~diger 1e document de "d~finition des
objectifs globaux" puts le "cahier des charges" de l'application. qul sont adressts pour avis
I tous lee services util~isatcurs potentiels et aux. chefs de projet des autres applications.
Le group. de conception comprend 6 A 10 personnes repr~sentant les services les plus

* divers concernds par le projet,et comporte obligatoirement wi bon analyst. attachE A P'ap-
plucation.

II - L'IMPLANTATION GEOGRAPIIIQUE D'UN RESEAU fl4FORMATIQUE PERFORMANT

L'orgaisation de l'entreprise frangalse des t6_l6communications repose sur lexistence de
20 rgios. es alclatursontEtEimpants dans le passE au mois dans toutes, les plus

Importantes. On trouve ainsi des machines Bull Gamma 30 A Lyon et Marseifle. des GE 425
* A Liii.. Bordeaux, Toulouse et Montpellier. un GE 437 A Massy. enfin queiques machines

Bull 300 TI A programmes c~blds Etaient r~ceinment ou sont encore en service dans les
r~gions de Nancy, Nantes, Limoges. Poitiers et Rouen ; cc parc eat essentiellement utiSl6
pour la comptabiltE ttldpbonique.

* A l'avenir. all& plupart des fichiers n~cessaires aux applications ddcrites plus haut peuvent
* Otre g~rds en temnps diffdrE. un certain nombre d'entre eux devront n~ce ssairement etre ac-

cessibles, voire min A jour en temnps r~tel parmi ces det-niers le fichier commercial des
* abonnts. le fichier des renselignements, le fichier des circuits, le fichler technique des

abonn~s contiendront des quantitds consid~rables d'information.
Le volume total de caractki'es i g~rer en phase finale our un ordInateur ayant en charge
queiques 500 000 abonnds a tt estirnE A un millard de caract~res au moins. Au moins le
tiers des donn~Es seront concern~es par des traitements en temps r~el.
Aucun des calculateurs fnumtrfs plus haut ne permettait d'envisager de tels traitements.
L'int~gration progressive de toutes lea applications suppose l~a crtation d'lun support commun
pour toutes les informnations, une vdritable "Banque de donn~es", r~partie sur des moyena
detraitement nationaux et r~gionaux, et qui devra rester aliment~e, misc & jour en perma-
nence, A partir de Is, base de l'entreprise, c'est-&-dire les chantiers. les magasins. les
guichets des services d'abonnement, Yes services de personnel etc.

* L'Etude des diffdrents fichiers A constituer a donc permis de d~finir lea principales carac-
* t~ristiques du rtseau d'ordlnateurs nouveaux A mettre en place pour aborder la r~alisation
* du systbme informatif. Llobligation de faire appel A des ordinateurs de troibme g~ndration,

tr~s puissants et dotds de volumineuses mn~moires de masse, a conduit A en r~duire substan-
tidflement le nombre.
L'irnplantation de sept centres de calcul Lnterrdgionaux constituera un compromis entre

*d'unepartle d~sIr de r~duire le coOt iconomiquc de l'ensemble. de faciliter la coordInation
des 6quipes d'informaticiens; et d'autre part le refus de cr~er des centres trop Irnportants
difficiles A g~rer et A diriger~et posant des problt-mes d~licats de s~curitd. Le regroupe-
ment des traftements relatits a plusleurs r~gions sur chacun de ces sept centres permettra

* de leur donner une taifle relativement homog~tne. Chaque centre "gtrera" environ un mil-

Figure 5: Document 4 after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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Ta Et cette phase est Wien P'opposd de /4(f)
1171 - - i un diphasage constant pr~s (sans importance), t - t ct i ian retard To pros (inivitabie).

Un signal utile S(t) traversant un tel filtre adapti

donne A Ia sortie (A un retard T0 pris ct A un dipha-

s age prs de Ia porieuse) un signal dont Is transrormde
Fm deFourier cat riceie. constante entre fe ct fo+Af,

ct nulie de part ct d'autre dc fa et de f9+,&f, cest-
A-dirm un signal de fr~quence porteuse f.+AJ72 et

* Don oc =4s Ic itire adap~d poiurra ftrc coatitu, dont i'enveloppe a Is forme indiqu~c: A Ia figure 5,
conforn~lmt A Is ft=s X, par Is cascade oia Pon a reprisenti siwnutankment le signal S(t)

ct Ic signal S1(I) correspondant otenu A Ia sortic
* d'ua funt paiso-bnde de trsft unUt pour du Olre adapti. On comprend le nom de riceptcur

A f fo+,&f cc de trmniert quasi nul pour A compression d'impulsion donni A cc genre de
/ <10 et f> f..-,&f, fihtre nc modiwUct pas Ia phase filtre adapi :1 I& largeur w(A 3 dB) du signal corn
des conposuts le tnayran: prizui dtant Egpic A I/At, le rapport dc compression

T
cat de -- TbJ

s Of

P" 3 0~
Lvaid.

* Mftrc suim d'une ligne A retard (LAR) disper.
*sive syast un temips de propagation de Sroupe Ta
* d&voisat lindaizunen: avoc Is fr~quence f suivant

i'eupressioa.

r
T -r. + (f -f)- (AVcTr. >T)

Foo. 5

On saisit physiquement le ph~nominc de corn-
pression en rialisant que loraquc le signal S(t) entri

- dans Ia ligne A retard (L.AR) Is rrdqunc qui entre
Ia prtmiere A l'instant 0 cat Ia fr6quence basse f.,

Figure 6: Document 5 after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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Figure 7: Document 6 after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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Figure 9: Document 8 after pattern matching coding and decoding.
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FIGURE 10 TEMPLATE MATCHING OF TWO SIMILAR SYMBOLS WITH

a) AND b) ORIGINAL SYMBOL AND c) ERROR PICTURE.
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FIGURE 1 TEMPLATE MATCHING OF TWO DIFFERENT SYMBOLS WITH
4) AND b) ORIGINAL SYMOL AND c ERROR PICTURE.i::
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D 00 10:0,0110111101I1

DATA FOR MORIZONTAL, POSITION4 Or LIeRARY HORIZONTAL POSITION OF
PREVIOUJS SYMBOL i IOENTIFICATION SYMBOL 2

LINES SYMBOLS 0ON THIS LINE VIPERMET

NO0 SYMBOLS ON THIS LINE OF SYMBOL I

NO SYMBOLS ON THIS LINE

LIBRARY NO MORE NO SYMBOLS
IOENTIFICATION SYMBOLS ON NEXT LINE

ON LINE

FIGURE 12 ILLUSTRATION OF THE CODING OF THE POSITIONS
OF SYMBOLS IN THIS EXAMPLE, TWO LINES
HAVE NO SYMBOLS, THEN A LINE HAS THREE
SYMBOLS, THE FIRST ON POSITION 231 IS

REPLACED BY A LIBRARY SYMBOL, THE SECOND
ON POSITION 1532 IS A NEW LIBRARY SYMBOL,
THERE ARE NO SYMBOLS ON NEXT LINE.
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PRVIOus HORIZONTAL POSITION OF FIRST LIBRARY 1D COOE VERTICAL
LINE 07 SYMBOL: LIBRARY CODE FOR 836 FOR SYMBOL Z3 MOVE OF

NO SYMOL" {SYMBOL

ON THOSE S
• ". SYMBOLS

PRESENT ON
THKIS LINE

Lii, .., 1_o,o, 11.1 ,o,oio~o~olofo,o, t. s,, o.o.'o,o-,oli, ,,o, , 01o--.

IORIZONTAL POSITION OF SECOND SAME I HORIZONTAL POSITION OF LIBRARY 10 VERTICAL

SYMBOL (POSITION 436) SYMBOL. THIRD SYMBOL (POSITION 416) FOR SYMBOL MOVE OF

VERTICAL 26 (IS RUN SYM0L

MOVE OF LENGTH COOED AS

SYMBOL SYM0L 5(28-23:5)

-- 1-,,oo, 0 , 1,0, I., 1 ol I ,1 0,o,0, , , ,1 , 1. 0 0 1 0,0 107

HORIZONTAL POSITION OF FOURTH SAME VERTICAL HORIZONTAL POSITION OF NEW SYMBOL
SYMBOL (POSITION 12 1) SYMBOL MOVE OF FIFTH SYMBOL (POSITION 249)

SYMBOL

0 0 1 0

LIBRARY SYMBOL DESCRIPTION HORIZONTAL POSITION OF SIXTH
SYMSOL SIZE OF LIBRARY SYMOOL (POSITION 9908)
HEADER SYMBOL

- " - 1 . .I]l ilo

LIBRARY SYMBOL DESCRIPTION OF NO MORE NO SYMBOLS
ASYMDOL SIZE LIBRARY SYMBOL SYMBOLS ON NEXT LINE

FIGURE 13 EXAMPLE OF MESSAGE TRANSMISSION. IN THIS
EXAMPLE, THERE ARE TWO LINES WITHOUT
SYMBOLS NEXT SYMBOL 23 IS IN POSITION
936, THE SAME SYMBOL IS IN POSITION 1436,
SYMBOL 28 IS IN POSITION 416, SAME
SYMBOL IN POSITION 1231; THERE ARE TWO
NEW SYMBOLS ON POSITION 249 AND 998,
AND THERE ARE NO SYMBOLS ON NEXT LINE.
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